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CERN and the Large Hadron Collider
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The world’s most powerful particle collider:  
Proton-proton and heavy-ion collisions at the highest 
energies (so far: 13 TeV center-of-mass energy in pp) 
Four large experiments: ATLAS, CMS, LHCb, ALICE
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The Standard Model

symmetrymagazine.org 

Description of fundamental particles  
and forces in Nature in the  
standard model of particle physics: 

Matter is made of twelve fundamental 
building blocks (spin-1/2): six quarks and  
six leptons (and their antiparticles) 
Four fundamental forces,  
mediated by force carriers (spin-1) 
Higgs boson (spin-0): responsible for  
masses of quarks, leptons, and force carriers 

Very successful theory, based on relativistic  
quantum field theory and symmetry principles

https://www.symmetrymagazine.org/standard-model/
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Higgs Boson: Discovery & Properties
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The Higgs boson is 
doing its job:  

giving mass to 
particles.



A Theorist’s View
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Image credit: CERN-PHOTO-201902-024-4.

The discovery of the Higgs particle 
– especially with nothing else 
accompanying it so far – is unlike 
anything we have seen in any state 
of nature, and is profoundly “new 
physics” in this sense. […] While 
we continue to scratch our heads 
as theorists, the most important 
path forward for experimentalists is 
completely clear: measure the hell 
out of these crazy phenomena! 

N. Arkani-Hamed,  
CERN Courier, March 2019
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The CMS Stairway to Heaven
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All results at: http://cern.ch/go/pNj7
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CMS 95%CL limits at 7, 8 and 13 TeV

)-1 5.0 fb≤7 TeV CMS measurement (L 
)-1 19.6 fb≤8 TeV CMS measurement (L 
)-1 137 fb≤13 TeV CMS measurement (L 

Theory prediction

https://twiki.cern.ch/twiki/bin/view/CMSPublic/PhysicsResultsCombined 

Precise measurements of 100s of 
known standard-model processes  
→ excellent agreement with 

theoretical predictions

https://twiki.cern.ch/twiki/bin/view/CMSPublic/PhysicsResultsCombined


Title Text
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A
chieved by C

M
S

 on June 18, 2020

… and more than 1000 doctoral researchers 
finished their theses on LHC topics in Germany
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What’s Next?

13 TeV

integrated 
luminosity

2 x nominal Lumi2 x nominal Luminominal Lumi

5 to 7.5 x nominal Lumi

75% nominal Lumi

cryolimit
interaction
regions

radiation
damage

LHC HL-LHC

Run 4 - 5...Run 2Run 1

DESIGN STUDY PROTOTYPES CONSTRUCTION INSTALLATION & COMM. PHYSICS

DEFINITION EXCAVATION / BUILDINGS

HL-LHC CIVIL ENGINEERING:

HL-LHC TECHNICAL EQUIPMENT:

Run 3

ATLAS - CMS
upgrade phase 1

ALICE - LHCb
upgrade

Diodes Consolidation
LIU Installation

11 T dipole coll.
Civil Eng. P1-P5

experiment 
beam pipes

splice consolidation
button collimators

R2E project

13 - 14 TeV 14 TeV

7 TeV 8 TeV

LS1 EYETS LS3

ATLAS - CMS
HL upgrade

HL-LHC 
installation

LS2

30 fb-1 190 fb-1 350 fb-1 3000 fb-1
4000 (ultimate)

20402027

https://project-hl-lhc-industry.web.cern.ch/content/project-schedule 

LHC long-term schedule in short:  
Next year: LHC Run 3 → dataset doubled 
From 2027: HL-LHC = high-luminosity phase  
→ at least 10× the data of LHC Runs 1–3

https://project-hl-lhc-industry.web.cern.ch/content/project-schedule


What About the Detectors?
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Very high readout rates:  
40 MHz collision rate,  
1000s of particles per event 
Harsh radiation environment: 
ionizing dose above 1 MGy, non-
ionizing fluence above 1015 neq/cm2 

Prime challenge: keep the LHC 
detectors alive and up to date

1977
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Outline of this Colloquium

How we 
got here: 
CMS 
today
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What keeps  
us busy: 
Upgrades 
for HL-LHC How we  

prepare for  
the future ECFA

European Committee
for Future Accelerators

THE 2021 ECFA DETECTOR 
RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT ROADMAP

The European Committee for Future Accelerators
Detector R&D Roadmap Process Group
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1976: first ideas for the Large Electron-
Positron (LEP) collider at CERN 
→ use tunnel for hadron collider later 

1984: LHC discussed at workshops of 
European and International Committees 
for Future Accelerators (ECFA, ICFA) 

1990–1992: LHC workshops in Aachen 
and Evian → formation of experimental 
collaborations 

1994: LHC approved by CERN Council

12

LHC (Pre-)History

https://indico.cern.ch/event/1068633/ 

https://indico.cern.ch/event/1068633/
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October 1992:  
Letter of Intent 

December 1994: 
Technical Proposal 

Intense research and 
development phase  
→ Technical Design 
Reports for all 
subsystems 

2008: first beam 
→ Run 1: 2010–2012 
→ Run 2: 2015–2018
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CMS History

B
ased on  2014 J. P

hys.: C
onf. S

er. 513 (2014) 022032 

SUPERCONDUCTING SOLENOID
Niobium titanium coil carrying ~18,000 A

PRESHOWER
Silicon strips ~16 m! ~137,000 channels

SILICON T"CKERS

MUON CHAMBERS
Barrel: 250 Dri# Tube, 480 Resistive Plate Chambers
Endcaps: 540 Cathode Strip, 576 Resistive Plate Chambers

FORWARD CALORIMETER
Steel + Quartz $bres ~2,000 Channels

STEEL RETURN YOKE
12,500 tonnes

HADRON CALORIMETER (HCAL)
Brass + Plastic scintillator ~7,000 channels

CRYSTAL 
ELECTROMAGNETIC
CALORIMETER (ECAL)
~76,000 scintillating PbWO% crystals

Total weight
Overall diameter
Overall length
Magnetic $eld

: 14,000 tonnes
: 15.0 m
: 28.7 m
: 3.8 T

CMS DETECTOR

Pixel (100x150 &m!) ~1.9 m! ~124M channels
Microstrips (80–180 &m) ~200 m! ~9.6M channels

http://iopscience.iop.org/article/10.1088/1742-6596/513/2/022032/meta
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New silicon pixel detector to keep up with LHC performance in Run 2: 

14

2017: Pixel Detector Upgrade

2021 JINST 16 P02027

Phase-1
upgrade

Original

BPIX FPIX

D1 D2 D3

L1

L2

L3

L4

r=29mm

r=68mm

r=109mm

r=160mm

r=102mm
r=73mm

r=44mm

Figure 1. Layout of the CMS Phase-1 pixel detector compared to the original detector layout, in longitudinal
view.

Figure 2. Drawing of the Phase-1 BPIX and FPIX detectors together with the service half-cylinders that
hold the readout and control circuits as well as power and cooling lines.

magnet bore. Sections 5 and 6 give more information about the readout and power systems of the
CMS Phase-1 pixel detector.

In order to optimize the tracking and vertexing resolution, it is crucial to minimize the material
used in the detector. Despite the additional sensor layers, the material budget of the CMS Phase-1
pixel detector in the central region is almost unchanged compared to the original detector, while

– 4 –

JINST 16 (2021) P02027 

<latexit sha1_base64="Q/3AIsRBi0V6upOo8iydDdOgYwY=">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</latexit>

⌘ = � ln tan(✓/2)
with 𝜃 polar angle

Pseudorapidity:

→ more layers, smaller inner radius, improved mechanics/cooling/powering 
→ new digital readout

https://iopscience.iop.org/article/10.1088/1748-0221/16/02/P02027


Pixel Module on Handle
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Pixel Module Assembly at KIT

Signal/Power Cable

Molex Connector

Silicon Sensor
16 Readout Chips

Base Strips

Token Bit  
Manager (TBM)

High-Density  
Interconnect 
(HDI)

In-house flip-chip bonding

TBM 
Gluing

Gluing 
Jig Set

Module assembly clean room

Vacuum 
Reservoir

Microscope/
Camera

Needle Card

Microscope with 
Camera

Digital Test 
Board

Anti-vibrational 
Table

4-Axes Motor 
Stage

Bare module probing
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What keeps  
us busy: 
Upgrades 
for HL-LHC
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HL-LHC challenge for tracking detectors: 5× higher rates, 10× more data 

Goal: comparable performance in much more difficult environment 
Fast and (even more) radiation-hard detectors 
Tracking up to pseudorapidities of 𝜼 = ±4 (was 𝜂 = ±2.5 before) 
Level-1 (hardware) triggering based on tracking information

18

CMS at HL-LHC
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20 Chapter 2. Overview of the Phase-2 Tracker Upgrade
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Figure 2.3: Sketch of one quarter of the tracker layout in r-z view. In the Inner Tracker the
green lines correspond to pixel modules made of two readout chips and the yellow lines to
pixel modules with four readout chips. In the Outer Tracker the blue and red lines represent
the two types of modules described in the text.

Figure 2.4: Average number of module layers traversed by particles, including both the Inner
Tracker (red) and the Outer Tracker (blue) modules, as well as the complete tracker (black). Par-
ticle trajectories are approximated by straight lines, using a flat distribution of primary vertices
within |z0| < 70 mm, and multiple scattering is not included.

The following section summarizes the main concepts and features of the upgraded tracking
system. One quarter of the Phase-2 tracker layout can be seen in Fig. 2.3. Figure 2.4 shows
the average number of active layers that are traversed by particles originating from the lumi-
nous region, for the complete tracker as well as for the Inner Tracker and the Outer Tracker
separately.

The number of layers has been optimised to ensure robust tracking, i.e. basically unaffected
performance when one detecting layer is lost in some parts of the rapidity acceptance. The six
layers of the Outer Tracker are the minimum required to ensure robust track finding at the L1
trigger in the rapidity acceptance of |h| < 2.4, as discussed in more details in Section 3.1.

https://cds.cern.ch/record/2272264
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Proton-proton collisions: primary hadrons  
(mainly pions), secondary particles from 
interactions in detector and backscattering 

Effects on silicon sensors and electronics: 
Ionization: fully reversible in sensor bulk,  
but surface damage 
Non-ionizing energy loss (NIEL): crystal lattice 
damage in detector bulk (point and cluster defects) 
→ time and temperature dependent (“annealing”) 
Consequence: changes in electronic properties  
→ increased noise and heat, reduced signal

19

HL-LHC Radiation Environment24 Chapter 3. Vertex Detectors
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Figure 3.6: Illustration of possible lattice damage caused by radiation [23]; top half:
primary defects, bottom half: stable defects formed from primary defects.
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Relatively low transverse momenta remain relevant (e.g. Higgs physics) 
More sensitive level-1 trigger required to control trigger rate → track trigger

20

The Case for L1 Track Triggering

202 Chapter 6. Trigger: Level 1 and HLT

Figure 6.4: Top: Efficiencies for a single muon trigger with 20 GeV threshold as a function of
the generated transverse momentum of the muon, for stand-alone L1 muons (red symbols) and
for muons that are matched to L1 tracks (black symbols). Two ranges in pseudo-rapidity are
shown. Bottom: Rates of single muon triggers as a function of the pT threshold. For triggers
based on stand-alone L1 muons, the quality cut (Q � 4) that was used during Run-I is applied.
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Figure 17. The MC simulation distributions of the lepton transverse momentum p
`

T
for each

of the four leptons, ordered by p
`

T
, from the process H ! ZZ ! 4` for a Higgs boson mass of

125GeV in the 4e (top left), 4µ (top right), and 2e2µ (bottom left) channels. The distributions are
shown for events when all four leptons are within the geometrical acceptance of the analysis (open
histograms), and for events passing the final selection criteria (solid histograms).The bottom-right
plot displays the event selection e�ciencies for H ! ZZ ! 4` determined from MC simulation, as a
function of the Higgs boson mass, for the 4e, 4µ, and 2e2µ channels. The e�ciencies are relative to
events where all four leptons are within the geometrical acceptance. Divergent contributions from
Z�⇤ with �

⇤ ! `` at generator level are avoided by requiring that all dilepton invariant masses are
greater than 1GeV.

candidate event based on the probability ratio of the signal and background hypotheses,

KD = Psig/(Psig + Pbkg), as described in refs. [23, 130]. For the signal, the phase-space

and Z-propagator terms [119] are included in a fully analytic parametrization of the Higgs

boson signal [126]. An analytic parametrization is also used for the background probability

distribution for the mass range above the ZZ threshold, while it is tabulated using a MC

simulation of the qq ! ZZ(Z�⇤) process below this threshold.

6.2 Background estimation and systematic uncertainties

The small number of observed candidate events precludes a precise direct determination

of the background by extrapolating from the signal region mass sidebands. Instead, we

rely on MC simulation to evaluate the local density (�N/�m4`) of ZZ background events
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Step 1: transverse 
momentum (pT) 
filtering on detector 
module level  
→ pT modules 

Step 2: FPGA-
based fast 
electronics to 
provide tracks for 
Level-1 trigger

21

Track Triggering
Upper Sensor

Lower Sensor

2–4 mm
100 µm

Pass Fail

Outer 
Tracker

Level-1 
Trigger

Serenity Apollo
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Outer part of Outer Tracker: 2S modules → two silicon strip sensors

22

pT Modules

Updated from CERN-LHCC-2017-009

Upper Silic
on Strip

 Sensor

Lower Silic
on Strip

 SensorAl-CF Spacer

Frontend Hybrid
(CBC and CIC chips)

Service Hybrid
(power and data

transmission)

HV isolation (polyimide strip
s)

https://cds.cern.ch/record/2272264
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2S Module Assembly at KIT
1. Glue polyimide HV isolation and 
attach HV tails on sensor backside

2. Wire-bond and 
encapsulate HV tails

Check dicing 
precision (metrology)

Optical inspection

3. Glue sensors 
on Al-CF brides

HV test backside isolation 
Sensor I(V)

Module metrology

4. Glue readout and 
service hybrids on 
bare module

Optical inspection 
(HV/LV test)

5. Place ~4000 wire-bonds

Module testModule test

6. Encapsulate wire-bonds

S. Maier



Probe Station & Clean Room

24 Ulrich HusemannPhysikalisches Kolloquium Universität Siegen

F. Wittig
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Example: Module Metrology Station
pT selection functionalities relies on perfectly 
parallel sensors (at most 40 µm tilt on 10 cm strips)  
→ measure relative coordinates of sensors in 
custom metrology station

S. Maier



2S Prototype Module on Carrier
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Test of prototype detectors in particle beams,  
e.g. at DESY (5–6 GeV e±, beam hodoscope) 
→ spatial resolution, detailed efficiency, …

27

Beam Tests

https://particle-physics.desy.de/test_beams_at_desy/beam_generation/index_ger.html  

https://particle-physics.desy.de/test_beams_at_desy/beam_generation/index_ger.html
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Beam Tests: Results
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R. Koppenhöfer

Modules can still be operated 
with >99% efficiency at a noise 
occupancy of 10–6 at the end of 
HL-LHC data taking.
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Where do we stand at the end of 2021? 
Silicon sensors: excellent quality  
in pre-series production  
(5% of all sensors)  
→ moving to sensor production 
Detector modules: very advanced 
prototypes, all tooling and test stands in 
place, final optimizations upcoming 
→ ready for pre-series in 2022 

Module production at KIT:  
about 2000 2S modules in 2023/2024

29

CMS Tracker @ HL-LHC: Outlook
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Outline of this Colloquium
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What keeps  
us busy: 
Upgrades 
for HL-LHC How we  

prepare for  
the future ECFA

European Committee
for Future Accelerators

THE 2021 ECFA DETECTOR 
RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT ROADMAP

The European Committee for Future Accelerators
Detector R&D Roadmap Process Group
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LHC and HL-LHC: typical R&D time scales of 10 years  
How should the particle physics community organize targeted R&D programs in 
many universities and research centers in the future? 

31

R&D for Future Projects
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https://indico.cern.ch/event/808335/timetable/
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Strike good balance: 
Current colliders 
Future colliders 
Blue-sky R&D 

Coordinate well:  
pool resources, stay 
focused, avoid duplication 

Detector builders are 
humans: think of 
recruitment, training, 
recognition, careers

32

How to Organize Targeted R&D?

70 – 20 – 10
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Several successful R&D models in 
particle physics community: 

CERN RD programs, e.g. RD50 
(radiation hard semiconductor devices) 
Collaborations to develop technologies 
for future colliders, e.g. CALICE 
(highly granular calorimetry for energy-
frontier electron-positron colliders)  
European programs, e.g. EUDET  
→ AIDA → AIDA2020 → AIDAinnova 
Partnerships with industry

33

How to Organize Targeted R&D?
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European particle physics community  
updated its strategy in 2020 

Highest priorities: 
Full exploitation of LHC and HL-LHC 
Next collider: electron-positron “Higgs factory” 

Document stresses importance of innovations 
in accelerators and instrumentation: 
 
 
 

34

European Strategy for Particle Physics

2020 UPDATE OF THE EUROPEAN STRATEGY
FOR PARTICLE PHYSICS

by the European Strategy Group

https://europeanstrategy.cern 

“The community should define a global detector 
R&D roadmap that should be used to support 
proposals at the European and national levels.”

https://europeanstrategy.cern
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ECFA
European Committee
for Future Accelerators

THE 2021 ECFA DETECTOR 
RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT ROADMAP

The European Committee for Future Accelerators
Detector R&D Roadmap Process Group
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ECFA Detector Roadmap

< 2030 2030-
2035

2035-
2040

2040-
2045

> 2045

DRDT 1.1    Improve time and spatial resolution for gaseous detectors with 
long-term stability

DRDT 1.2    Achieve tracking in gaseous detectors with dE/dx and dN/dx capability 
in large volumes with very low material budget and different read-out 
schemes

DRDT 1.3    Develop environmentally friendly gaseous detectors for very large 
areas with high-rate capability

DRDT 1.4    Achieve high sensitivity in both low and high-pressure TPCs

DRDT 3.1    Achieve full integration of sensing and microelectronics in monolithic 
CMOS pixel sensors

DRDT 3.2    Develop solid state sensors with 4D-capabilities for tracking and 
calorimetry

DRDT 3.3    Extend capabilities of solid state sensors to operate at extreme 
fluences

DRDT 3.4    Develop full 3D-interconnection technologies for solid state devices 
in particle physics

DRDT 4.1    Enhance the timing resolution and spectral range of photon 
detectors

DRDT 4.2    Develop photosensors for extreme environments
DRDT 4.3    Develop RICH and imaging detectors with low mass and high 

resolution timing
DRDT 4.4    Develop compact high performance time-of-flight detectors
DRDT 5.1    Promote the development of advanced quantum sensing technologies
DRDT 5.2    Investigate and adapt state-of-the-art developments in quantum 

technologies to particle physics
DRDT 5.3    Establish the necessary frameworks and mechanisms to allow 

exploration of emerging technologies
DRDT 5.4    Develop and provide advanced enabling capabilities and infrastructure
DRDT 6.1    Develop radiation-hard calorimeters with enhanced electromagnetic 

energy and timing resolution
DRDT 6.2    Develop high-granular calorimeters with multi-dimensional readout 

for optimised use of particle flow methods
DRDT 6.3    Develop calorimeters for extreme radiation, rate and pile-up 

environments

DRDT 7.1    Advance technologies to deal with greatly increased data density
DRDT 7.2    Develop technologies for increased intelligence on the detector
DRDT 7.3    Develop technologies in support of 4D- and 5D-techniques
DRDT 7.4    Develop novel technologies to cope with extreme environments and 

required longevity
DRDT 7.5    Evaluate and adapt to emerging electronics and data processing 

technologies

DRDT 2.1    Develop readout technology to increase spatial and energy 
resolution for liquid detectors

DRDT 2.2    Advance noise reduction in liquid detectors to lower signal energy 
thresholds

DRDT 8.1    Develop novel magnet systems
DRDT 8.2    Develop improved technologies and systems for cooling
DRDT 8.3    Adapt novel materials to achieve ultralight, stable and high 

precision mechanical structures. Develop Machine Detector 
Interfaces.

DRDT 8.4    Adapt and advance state-of-the-art systems in monitoring 
including environmental, radiation and beam aspects

DCT 1          Establish and maintain a European coordinated programme for training in 
instrumentation

DCT 2          Develop a master’s degree programme in instrumentation

DRDT 2.4    Realise liquid detector technologies scalable for integration in 
large systems

DRDT 2.3    Improve the material properties of target and detector components 
in liquid detectors

DETECTOR RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT THEMES (DRDTs) &
DETECTOR COMMUNITY THEMES (DCTs)
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Photon

Quantum

Calorimetry
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Detector R&D Themes (DRDTs) and Detector Community Themes (DCTs). Here, 
except in the DCT case, the final dot position represents the target 
date for completion of the R&D required by the latest known future 
facility/experiment for which an R&D programme would still be needed 
in that area. The time from that dot to the end of the arrow represents 
the further time to be anticipated for experiment-specific prototyping, 
procurement, construction, installation and commissioning.  Earlier 
dots represent the time-frame of intermediate “stepping stone” 

projects where dates for the corresponding facilities/experiments are 
known. (Note that R&D for Liquid Detectors will be needed far into the 
future, however the DRDT lines for these end in the period 2030-35 
because developments in that field are rapid and it is not possible 
today to reasonably estimate the dates for projects requiring 
longer-term R&D. Similarly, dotted lines for the DCT case indicate that 
beyond the initial programmes, the activities will need to be sustained 
going forward in support of the instrumentation R&D activities).
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Detector R&D Themes (DRDTs) and Detector Community Themes (DCTs). Here, 
except in the DCT case, the final dot position represents the target 
date for completion of the R&D required by the latest known future 
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known. (Note that R&D for Liquid Detectors will be needed far into the 
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because developments in that field are rapid and it is not possible 
today to reasonably estimate the dates for projects requiring 
longer-term R&D. Similarly, dotted lines for the DCT case indicate that 
beyond the initial programmes, the activities will need to be sustained 
going forward in support of the instrumentation R&D activities).

https://indico.cern.ch/event/957057/page/23281-the-roadmap-document 
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Collider-based particle physics 
experiments: truly long-term projects 

Experiments require focused  
10-year R&D programs 

Pushing the boundaries in 
instrumentation for future projects 
remains a strong focus of particle physics

Ulrich HusemannPhysikalisches Kolloquium Universität Siegen

1991
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